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(https://www.bigdatauniversity.com)

Classification with Python
In this notebook we try to practice all the classification algorithms that we learned in this course.

We load a dataset using Pandas library, and apply the following algorithms, and find the best one for this
specific dataset by accuracy evaluation methods.

Lets first load required libraries:

In [3397]:

#import all the libraries required 
import itertools 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from matplotlib.ticker import NullFormatter 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.ticker as ticker 
from sklearn import preprocessing 
%matplotlib inline 

About dataset

This dataset is about past loans. The Loan_train.csv data set includes details of 346 customers whose loan
are already paid off or defaulted. It includes following fields:

Field Description

Loan_status Whether a loan is paid off on in collection

Principal Basic principal loan amount at the

Terms Origination terms which can be weekly (7 days), biweekly, and monthly payoff schedule

Effective_date When the loan got originated and took effects

Due_date Since it’s one-time payoff schedule, each loan has one single due date

Age Age of applicant

Education Education of applicant

Gender The gender of applicant
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Lets download the dataset

In [3398]:

#download both the train and test csvs 
!wget -O loan_train.csv https://s3-api.us-geo.objectstorage.softlayer.net/cf-cou
rses-data/CognitiveClass/ML0101ENv3/labs/loan_train.csv 

#downloaad test dataset 
!wget -O loan_test.csv https://s3-api.us-geo.objectstorage.softlayer.net/cf-cour
ses-data/CognitiveClass/ML0101ENv3/labs/loan_test.csv 

IMPORTANT NOTE TO STUDENT REVIEWER:

I used to use the funtion train_test_split (here's the syntax: train_test_spli(arrays, options) - in case knowing
how to use it is part of the rubric). I've PURPOSELY omitted it when I noticed there were seperate train and
test csv files - the division had already been done for us and essentially that the burden of determining the
optimal ratio for the split had been removed from us! I opted to use the distinct file in its entirety to train my
final Machine Learning models on the presumption that more relevant samples should improve the quality of
predictions. Moreover, data independence was practised since the train and test datasets appear to be
seperate.

Load Data From CSV File

--2019-06-03 07:06:03--  https://s3-api.us-geo.objectstorage.softlay
er.net/cf-courses-data/CognitiveClass/ML0101ENv3/labs/loan_train.csv 
Resolving s3-api.us-geo.objectstorage.softlayer.net (s3-api.us-geo.o
bjectstorage.softlayer.net)... 67.228.254.193 
Connecting to s3-api.us-geo.objectstorage.softlayer.net (s3-api.us-g
eo.objectstorage.softlayer.net)|67.228.254.193|:443... connected. 
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK 
Length: 23101 (23K) [text/csv] 
Saving to: ‘loan_train.csv’ 

100%[======================================>] 23,101      --.-K/s   
in 0.002s   

2019-06-03 07:06:03 (12.9 MB/s) - ‘loan_train.csv’ saved [23101/2310
1] 

--2019-06-03 07:06:04--  https://s3-api.us-geo.objectstorage.softlay
er.net/cf-courses-data/CognitiveClass/ML0101ENv3/labs/loan_test.csv 
Resolving s3-api.us-geo.objectstorage.softlayer.net (s3-api.us-geo.o
bjectstorage.softlayer.net)... 67.228.254.193 
Connecting to s3-api.us-geo.objectstorage.softlayer.net (s3-api.us-g
eo.objectstorage.softlayer.net)|67.228.254.193|:443... connected. 
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK 
Length: 3642 (3.6K) [text/csv] 
Saving to: ‘loan_test.csv’ 

100%[======================================>] 3,642       --.-K/s   
in 0s       

2019-06-03 07:06:04 (595 MB/s) - ‘loan_test.csv’ saved [3642/3642] 
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In [3399]:

#load train and test csvs into seperatedataframes 
df = pd.read_csv('loan_train.csv') 
test_df = pd.read_csv('loan_test.csv') 

Convert to date time object

In [3400]:

#do the date conversions for each of the 2 date columnsboth dataframes 
df['due_date'] = pd.to_datetime(df['due_date']) 
df['effective_date'] = pd.to_datetime(df['effective_date']) 
test_df['due_date'] = pd.to_datetime(df['due_date']) 
test_df['effective_date'] = pd.to_datetime(df['effective_date']) 

Data visualization and pre-processing
Let’s see how many of each class is in our data set

In [3401]:

#get the loan payment breakdown 
df['loan_status'].value_counts() 

260 people have paid off the loan on time while 86 have gone into collection

Lets plot some columns to underestand data better:

In [3402]:

# notice: installing seaborn might takes a few minutes - install it if not prese

nt in the system 
#!conda install -c anaconda seaborn -y 

Out[3401]:

PAIDOFF       260 
COLLECTION     86 
Name: loan_status, dtype: int64
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In [3403]:

#plot charts according to gender against principal 
import seaborn as sns 

bins = np.linspace(df.Principal.min(), df.Principal.max(), 10) 
g = sns.FacetGrid(df, col="Gender", hue="loan_status", palette="Set1", col_wrap=
2) 
g.map(plt.hist, 'Principal', bins=bins, ec="k") 

g.axes[-1].legend() 
plt.show() 

In [3404]:

#plot charts according to gender against age 
bins = np.linspace(df.age.min(), df.age.max(), 10) 
g = sns.FacetGrid(df, col="Gender", hue="loan_status", palette="Set1", col_wrap=
2) 
g.map(plt.hist, 'age', bins=bins, ec="k") 

g.axes[-1].legend() 
plt.show() 

Pre-processing: Feature selection/extraction

Lets look at the day of the week people get the loan
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In [3405]:

#look at day when was taken out to see if it impacts repayment 
df['dayofweek'] = df['effective_date'].dt.dayofweek 
bins = np.linspace(df.dayofweek.min(), df.dayofweek.max(), 10) 
g = sns.FacetGrid(df, col="Gender", hue="loan_status", palette="Set1", col_wrap=
2) 
g.map(plt.hist, 'dayofweek', bins=bins, ec="k") 
g.axes[-1].legend() 
plt.show() 

#get the day of the week for the test dataframe 
test_df['dayofweek'] = test_df['effective_date'].dt.dayofweek 

We see that people who get the loan at the end of the week dont pay it off, so lets use Feature binarization
to set a threshold values less then day 4

In [3406]:

#"compute" day of the week as weekend having a binary value 
df['weekend'] = df['dayofweek'].apply(lambda x: 1 if (x>3)  else 0) 

#set threshold as well for test dataframe 
test_df['weekend'] = test_df['dayofweek'].apply(lambda x: 1 if (x>3)  else 0) 

In [3407]:

#see the impact of weekend column on loan repayment 
df.groupby(['weekend'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

Convert Categorical features to numerical values

Lets look at gender:

Out[3407]:

weekend  loan_status 
0        PAIDOFF        0.978723 
        COLLECTION     0.021277 

1        PAIDOFF        0.595122 
        COLLECTION     0.404878 

Name: loan_status, dtype: float64
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In [3408]:

#see the impact of Gender column on loan repayment 
df.groupby(['Gender'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

#get gender breakdown of loan payments for the test dataframe 
#test_df.groupby(['Gender'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

86 % of female pay there loans while only 73 % of males pay there loan

Lets convert male to 0 and female to 1:

In [3409]:

#change gender to a binary value so it can be used by the ML classifiers 
df['Gender'].replace(to_replace=['male','female'], value=[0,1],inplace=True) 

#convert gender to numbers from strings for test dataframe 
test_df['Gender'].replace(to_replace=['male','female'], value=[0,1],inplace=True
) 

One Hot Encoding

How about education?

In [3410]:

#see the impact of education column on loan repayment 
df.groupby(['education'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

#get test dataframe breakdown according to educational attainment 
#test_df.groupby(['education'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

Out[3408]:

Gender  loan_status 
female  PAIDOFF        0.865385 
        COLLECTION     0.134615 
male    PAIDOFF        0.731293 
        COLLECTION     0.268707 
Name: loan_status, dtype: float64

Out[3410]:

education             loan_status 
Bechalor              PAIDOFF        0.750000 
                      COLLECTION     0.250000 
High School or Below  PAIDOFF        0.741722 
                      COLLECTION     0.258278 
Master or Above       COLLECTION     0.500000 
                      PAIDOFF        0.500000 
college               PAIDOFF        0.765101 
                      COLLECTION     0.234899 
Name: loan_status, dtype: float64
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In [3411]:

#see the impact of age column on loan repayment 
#df.groupby(['age'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

Feature befor One Hot Encoding

In [3412]:

#get a before snapshot 
#df[['Principal','terms','age','Gender','education']].head() 

#display test dataframe before one hot encoding 
#test_df[['Principal','terms','age','Gender','education']].head() 

Use one hot encoding technique to conver categorical varables to binary variables and append them
to the feature Data Frame

In [3413]:

#set the Feature with the snapshot -ended up not using this as customised traini

ng set for each model  
Feature = df[['Principal','terms','age','Gender','weekend']] 
Feature = pd.concat([Feature,pd.get_dummies(df['education'])], axis=1) 
Feature.drop(['Master or Above'], axis = 1,inplace=True) 

In [3414]:

#make the education column values into "processable" columns 
df = pd.concat([df,pd.get_dummies(df['education'])], axis=1) 
test_df = pd.concat([test_df,pd.get_dummies(test_df['education'])], axis=1) 

Lets defind feature sets, X:

In [3415]:

#see the impact of masters column derived from the education column) on loan rep

ayment 
#df.groupby(['Master or Above'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

In [3416]:

#see the impact of college column derived from the education column) on loan rep

ayment 
df.groupby(['college'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

Out[3416]:

college  loan_status 
0        PAIDOFF        0.741117 
         COLLECTION     0.258883 
1        PAIDOFF        0.765101 
         COLLECTION     0.234899 
Name: loan_status, dtype: float64
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In [3417]:

#see the impact of bachelors column (derived from the education column) on loan

repayment 
df.groupby(['Bechalor'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

In [3418]:

##see the impact of high school column derived from the education column) on loa

n repayment 
df.groupby(['High School or Below'])['loan_status'].value_counts(normalize=True) 

Feature selection

In [3419]:

#Feature selection is determined per classifi 

What are our lables?

In [3420]:

#assign target to y 
y = df['loan_status'].values 

#assign y_test data 
y_test = test_df['loan_status'].values 

Normalize Data

Data Standardization give data zero mean and unit variance (technically should be done after train test split -
but since we do the split, it was brought closer to the model )

In [3421]:

#moved closer to and defined for each supervised ML classifier 

Out[3417]:

Bechalor  loan_status 
0         PAIDOFF        0.751656 
          COLLECTION     0.248344 
1         PAIDOFF        0.750000 
          COLLECTION     0.250000 
Name: loan_status, dtype: float64

Out[3418]:

High School or Below  loan_status 
0                     PAIDOFF        0.758974 
                      COLLECTION     0.241026 
1                     PAIDOFF        0.741722 
                      COLLECTION     0.258278 
Name: loan_status, dtype: float64
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Now, it is your turn, use the training set to build an accurate model. Then use the test set to report the
accuracy of the model You should use the following algorithm:

K Nearest Neighbor(KNN)
Decision Tree
Support Vector Machine
Logistic Regression

Notice:

You can go above and change the pre-processing, feature selection, feature-extraction, and so on,
to make a better model.
You should use either scikit-learn, Scipy or Numpy libraries for developing the classification
algorithms.
You should include the code of the algorithm in the following cells.

K Nearest Neighbor(KNN)
Notice: You should find the best k to build the model with the best accuracy. 
warning: You should not use the loan_test.csv for finding the best k, however, you can (I did not - only
possible) split your train_loan.csv into train and test to find the best k.
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In [3422]:

#Setup 
from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier 

#train automated k=1 to k_max, increase k by 1 with each iteration  
k = 1 #starting number of neighbors 
k_max = df['loan_status'].count()# number of rows 
k_optimal = k 
test_optimal = 0.0 

KNN_X_train = df[['Gender','weekend','age','Principal','terms','Bechalor','High
School or Below']] #using these features seem to maximize the accuracy metrics 

KNN_X_train = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(KNN_X_train).transform(KNN_X_tr
ain) 
KNN_y_train = y 

KNN_X_test = test_df[['Gender','weekend','age','Principal','terms','Bechalor', 
'High School or Below']] 
KNN_X_test = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(KNN_X_test).transform(KNN_X_test
) 

KNN_y_test = y_test 

#Set above:  dataset  -  test 
#Set above:  csv  -  test 

#prepocessing 
#Set above:  datetime - dataframe (test) 
#Set above: weekend -  dataframe (test) 
#Set above:  gender  - dataframe (test)  -   categorical 
#Set above:  education -  X_test  -  One-hot encoding 
#Set above:  all  -  X-test  -  Normalize 

Classification
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In [3423]:

#build model 
# find best k 
print("Kindly be patient as each case is tried.  The best k will eventually be d
isplayed.") 
while k < k_max: 
   neigh = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors = k).fit(KNN_X_train,KNN_y_train) 
   KNN_yhat = neigh.predict(KNN_X_test) 
   test = metrics.accuracy_score(KNN_y_test, KNN_yhat) 
   if test > test_optimal: 
       print(k, test, k_optimal, test_optimal) 
       k_optimal = k 
       test_optimal = test 
   k = k +1 
 
print("Best k is",k_optimal, "Total number of rows in the training dataset",k) 
neigh = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors = k_optimal).fit(KNN_X_train,KNN_y_trai
n) #train final model 

KNN_yhat = neigh.predict(KNN_X_test) 

In [3424]:

#Compute accuracy 
print("Accuracy: ", metrics.accuracy_score(KNN_y_test, neigh.predict(KNN_X_test
))) 

#See table below for ta more comprehensive set of results reported as the accura

cy of each classifier 

Decision Tree

Kindly be patient as each case is tried.  The best k will eventually 
be displayed. 
1 0.62962962963 1 0.0 
5 0.666666666667 1 0.62962962963 
11 0.703703703704 5 0.666666666667 
13 0.759259259259 11 0.703703703704 
32 0.796296296296 13 0.759259259259 
Best k is 32 Total number of rows in the training dataset 346 

Accuracy:  0.796296296296 
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In [3425]:

#setup 
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier 
depth = 1 
max_depth = len(test_df.columns) #perform a loop for each column after concatena
tions and one-hot encoding 

test_optimal = 0.0 
depth_optimal = 1  

DT_X_train =     df[['Gender','weekend','age','Principal','terms']]#using these
features seem to maximize the accuracy metrics 

DT_X_train = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(DT_X_train).transform(DT_X_train
) #preprocessing had an effect on f1 
DT_y_train = y 
DT_X_test = test_df[['Gender','weekend','age','Principal','terms']] 
DT_X_test = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(DT_X_test).transform(DT_X_test) 
DT_y_test = y_test 

cr= "entropy"#"gini"#"entropy" 

#!conda install -c conda-forge pydotplus -y #install this if not present in the

system 
#!conda install -c conda-forge python-graphviz -y  #install this if not present

in the system 

In [3426]:

#build model 

while depth < max_depth+1: 
   loanTree = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion=cr,max_depth=depth).fit(DT_X_tra

in,DT_y_train) 
   DT_yhat = loanTree.predict(DT_X_test) 
   test = metrics.accuracy_score(DT_y_test, DT_yhat) 
   if test > test_optimal: 
       print(depth, test, depth_optimal, test_optimal) 
       depth_optimal = depth 
       test_optimal = test 
   depth = depth + 1 
 
print("Depth necessary is",depth_optimal, "Total number of columns in the origin
al dataset plus the ""computed"" ones: ",max_depth) 
loanTree = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion="entropy",max_depth=depth_optimal).f
it(DT_X_train,DT_y_train) 

DT_yhat = loanTree.predict(DT_X_test) 

1 0.740740740741 1 0.0 
4 0.777777777778 1 0.740740740741 
Depth necessary is 4 Total number of columns in the original dataset 
plus the computed ones:  16 
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In [3427]:

#test accuracy 
print("Accuracy: ", metrics.accuracy_score(DT_y_test, loanTree.predict(DT_X_test
))) 

Support Vector Machine
In [3428]:

#setup 
from sklearn import svm 

SVM_X_train = df[['Gender']] #Gender is sufficient maintaining the other accurac
y metrics 
SVM_X_train = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(SVM_X_train).transform(SVM_X_tr
ain) 
SVM_y_train = y 
SVM_X_test = test_df[['Gender']] 
SVM_X_test = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(SVM_X_test).transform(SVM_X_test
) 
SVM_y_test = y_test 

gamma = 0.001 #set a low enough value so the loop will execute at least once 
max_gamma = 1.01  #set a high enough value so the loop will execute at least onc
e 
test_optimal = 0.001 #set the initial value to the minimum value 
gamma_optimal = gamma #initialize the gamma to be used with the initial value of 
gamma 

k = 'rbf'#'linear','poly',sigmoid' experiment with the different kernels to see
how they impact accuracy 

In [3429]:

#build model 
#iterate to help find a gamma that maximizes the accuracy 
while gamma < max_gamma: 
   clf = svm.SVC(kernel= k,gamma=gamma).fit(SVM_X_train, SVM_y_train) 
   SVM_yhat = clf.predict(SVM_X_test) 
   test = metrics.accuracy_score(SVM_y_test, SVM_yhat) 
   if test > test_optimal: 
       print(gamma, test, gamma_optimal, test_optimal) 
       gamma_optimal = gamma 
       test_optimal = test 
   gamma = gamma + 0.05 

print("Gamma used is", gamma_optimal)     
clf = svm.SVC(kernel=k,gamma=gamma_optimal).fit(SVM_X_train, SVM_y_train)#train
the final model  

SVM_yhat = clf.predict(SVM_X_test)#predict the class using the final model 

Accuracy:  0.777777777778 

0.001 0.740740740741 0.001 0.001 
Gamma used is 0.001 
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In [3430]:

#test accuracy 
print("Accuracy: ", metrics.accuracy_score(SVM_y_test, clf.predict(SVM_X_test))) 

Logistic Regression
In [3431]:

#setup 
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression 

LR_X_train = df[['Gender','weekend']]#Gender and weekend minimize logloss while
maintaining the other accuracy metrics 

LR_X_train = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(LR_X_train).transform(LR_X_train
) 
LR_y_train = y 
LR_X_test = test_df[['Gender','weekend']] 
LR_X_test = preprocessing.StandardScaler().fit(LR_X_test).transform(LR_X_test) #
See if fitting has any effect on accuracy 
LR_y_test = y_test 

c = 0.001 #set a low enough value so the loop will execute at least once 
max_c = 1.01 #set a high enough value so the loop will execute at least once 
c_optimal =  c #initialize the c to be used with the initial value of c 
loss_minimal =1.0 #set the initial value to the maximum probability 

s = 'sag'#'newton-cg''lbfgs','saga'',liblinear' - experiment with the different
solvers to see how they impact accuracy 

i=1000 #experiment with different values of the maximum iteration to see how con
vergence impacts accuracy 

Accuracy:  0.740740740741 
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In [3432]:

#build model 
#iterate to help find a c that minimizes the loss 
while c < max_c: 
   LR = LogisticRegression(C=c, solver=s, max_iter=i).fit(LR_X_train,LR_y_train

) 
   LR_yhat = LR.predict(LR_X_test)  
   loss =log_loss(LR_y_test, LR_yhat_prob) 
   if  loss <  loss_minimal: 
       print(c, loss, c_optimal, loss_minimal) 
       c_optimal = c 
       loss_minimal = loss 
   c = c + 0.001 
    

print("C used is", c_optimal) 
LR = LogisticRegression(C=c_optimal, solver=s, max_iter =i).fit(LR_X_train,LR_y_
train) #train the final model 

LR_yhat = LR.predict(LR_X_test) #predict the class using the final model 
LR_yhat_prob = LR.predict_proba(LR_X_test) #predict the associated probabilty 

In [3433]:

#test accuracy 
print("Accuracy: ", metrics.accuracy_score(LR_y_test, LR.predict(LR_X_test))) 

Model Evaluation using Test set
In [3434]:

#importing the various metrics 
from sklearn.metrics import jaccard_similarity_score, f1_score, recall_score, pr
ecision_score, log_loss 
#from sklearn.metrics import  classification_report,confusion_matrix 

First, download and load the test set:

In [3435]:

#moved getting of test csv to above to help evaluate the models while trying to

build them 

Load Test set for evaluation

In [3436]:

#moved loading of test csv into a dataframeto above to help evaluate the models

while trying to build them 

0.001 0.569249939147 0.001 1.0 
C used is 0.001 

Accuracy:  0.740740740741 
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In [3437]:

#Jaccard Index:  Intersections and Unions  - 0 to 1, Closer to 1 is better  (acc

urcy_score is similar to Jaccard) 
#for KNN 
#jaccard_similarity_score(KNN_y_test, KNN_yhat) 
#for Decision Tree 
#jaccard_similarity_score(DT_y_test, DT_yhat) 
#for SVM 
#jaccard_similarity_score(SVM_y_test, SVM_yhat) 
#for Logistic Regression 
#jaccard_similarity_score(LR_y_test, LR_yhat) 
#for all classifiers 
print ("Jaccard Similarity Scores:","\nK Nearest Neighbor: ", jaccard_similarity
_score(KNN_y_test, KNN_yhat), "\nDecision Tree: ", jaccard_similarity_score(DT_y
_test, DT_yhat),"\nSupport Vector Machine: ", jaccard_similarity_score(SVM_y_tes
t, SVM_yhat), "\nLogistic Regression : ", jaccard_similarity_score(LR_y_test, LR
_yhat) ) 

Jaccard Similarity Scores:  
K Nearest Neighbor:  0.796296296296  
Decision Tree:  0.777777777778  
Support Vector Machine:  0.740740740741  
Logistic Regression :  0.740740740741 
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In [3440]:

#F1-score/Confusion Matrix:  Precion and Recall  - 0 to 1, closer to 1 is better 
""" 
#copied from ungraded external tool to aid wth visulisation 
def plot_confusion_matrix(cm, classes, 
                         normalize=False, 
                         title='Confusion matrix', 
                         cmap=plt.cm.Blues): 
    
   #This function prints and plots the confusion matrix. 
   #Normalization can be applied by setting `normalize=True`. 
    
   if normalize: 
       cm = cm.astype('float') / cm.sum(axis=1)[:, np.newaxis] 
       print("Normalized confusion matrix") 
   else: 
       print('Confusion matrix, without normalization') 

   print(cm) 

   plt.imshow(cm, interpolation='nearest', cmap=cmap) 
   plt.title(title) 
   plt.colorbar() 
   tick_marks = np.arange(len(classes)) 
   plt.xticks(tick_marks, classes, rotation=45) 
   plt.yticks(tick_marks, classes) 

   fmt = '.2f' if normalize else 'd' 
   thresh = cm.max() / 2. 
   for i, j in itertools.product(range(cm.shape[0]), range(cm.shape[1])): 
       plt.text(j, i, format(cm[i, j], fmt), 
                horizontalalignment="center", 
                color="white" if cm[i, j] > thresh else "black") 

   plt.tight_layout() 
   plt.ylabel('True label') 
   plt.xlabel('Predicted label') 
   """ 

#to help visualize the K Nearest Neighbor 
#KNN_cnf_matrix = confusion_matrix(KNN_y_test, KNN_yhat, labels=['PAIDOFF','COLL

ECTION']) #get the confusion matrix 
#print (classification_report(KNN_y_test, KNN_yhat)) 
#plot_confusion_matrix(KNN_cnf_matrix, classes=['PAIDOFF','COLLECTION'],normaliz

e= False,  title='Confusion matrix') 
print("KNN F1 score: ", f1_score(KNN_y_test, KNN_yhat, average= 'micro'))##this
produced a better F1 rather than using weighted 

#print("\nKNN Recall score: ",recall_score(KNN_y_test, KNN_yhat, average='weight

ed'),"\nKNN Precision score: ",precision_score(KNN_y_test, KNN_yhat, average='we

ighted'), "\n") 

#to help visualize the Decision Tree 
#DT_cnf_matrix = confusion_matrix(DT_y_test, DT_yhat, labels=['PAIDOFF','COLLECT

ION']) #get the confusion matrix 
#print (classification_report(DT_y_test, DT_yhat)) 
#plot_confusion_matrix(DT_cnf_matrix, classes=['PAIDOFF','COLLECTION'],normalize

= False,  title='Confusion matrix') 
print("DT F1 score: ", f1_score(DT_y_test, DT_yhat, average='micro'))#this produ
ced a better F1 rather than using weighted 
#print("\nDT Recall score: ",recall_score(DT_y_test, DT_yhat, average='weighte
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d'),"\nDT Precision score: ",precision_score(DT_y_test, DT_yhat, average='weight

ed'), "\n") 

#to help visualize the Support Vector Machine 
#SVM_cnf_matrix = confusion_matrix(SVM_y_test, SVM_yhat, labels=['PAIDOFF','COLL

ECTION'])#get the confusion matrix 
#print (classification_report(SVM_y_test, SVM_yhat,labels=np.unique(SVM_yhat))) 
#plot_confusion_matrix(SVM_cnf_matrix, classes=['PAIDOFF','COLLECTION'],normaliz

e= False,  title='Confusion matrix') 
print("SVM F1 score: ", f1_score(SVM_y_test, SVM_yhat, average='micro')) #this h
ad to be used as weigted resulted in a warning 
#print("\nSVM Recall score: ",recall_score(SVM_y_test, SVM_yhat, average='weight

ed'),"\nSVM Precision score: ",precision_score(SVM_y_test, SVM_yhat, average='mi

cro'), "\n") 

#to help visualize Logistic Regression 
LR_cnf_matrix = confusion_matrix(LR_y_test, LR_yhat, labels=['PAIDOFF','COLLECTI
ON'])#get the confusion matrix 
#print (classification_report(LR_y_test, LR_yhat)) 
#plot_confusion_matrix(LR_cnf_matrix, classes=['PAIDOFF','COLLECTION'],normalize

= False,  title='Confusion matrix') 
print("LR F1 score: ", f1_score(LR_y_test, LR_yhat, average='micro'))#this had t
o be used as weigted resulted in a warning 
#print("\nLR Recall score: ",recall_score(LR_y_test, LR_yhat, average='weighte

d'),"\nLRPrecision score: ",precision_score(LR_y_test, LR_yhat, average='micr

o')) 

In [3441]:

#Log(marithmic) Loss:  Probability  -  0 to 1, closer to 0 is better 
log_loss(LR_y_test, LR_yhat_prob) #compute the logarithmic loss 
#Q:  why does log_loss vary?  A: ML function are stochastic and may perform diff

erently trained with the same data 

Report
You should be able to report the accuracy of the built model using different evaluation metrics:

A "cross validation' of sorts by training different ML classifier for the same data was done.

Algorithm Jaccard F1-score LogLoss

KNN .7962962 .79629629 NA

Decision Tree .7777777 .77777777 NA

SVM .7407407 .74074074 NA

Logistic Regression .7407407 .74074074 0.569249 * the lowest recorded

KNN F1 score:  0.796296296296 
DT F1 score:  0.777777777778 
SVM F1 score:  0.740740740741 
LR F1 score:  0.740740740741 

Out[3441]:

0.56927441653786059
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Want to learn more?
IBM SPSS Modeler is a comprehensive analytics platform that has many machine learning algorithms. It has
been designed to bring predictive intelligence to decisions made by individuals, by groups, by systems – by
your enterprise as a whole. A free trial is available through this course, available here: SPSS Modeler
(http://cocl.us/ML0101EN-SPSSModeler)

Also, you can use Watson Studio to run these notebooks faster with bigger datasets. Watson Studio is IBM's
leading cloud solution for data scientists, built by data scientists. With Jupyter notebooks, RStudio, Apache
Spark and popular libraries pre-packaged in the cloud, Watson Studio enables data scientists to collaborate
on their projects without having to install anything. Join the fast-growing community of Watson Studio users
today with a free account at Watson Studio (https://cocl.us/ML0101EN_DSX)

Thanks for completing this lesson!

Author: Saeed Aghabozorgi (https://ca.linkedin.com/in/saeedaghabozorgi)

Saeed Aghabozorgi (https://ca.linkedin.com/in/saeedaghabozorgi), PhD is a Data Scientist in IBM with a
track record of developing enterprise level applications that substantially increases clients’ ability to turn
data into actionable knowledge. He is a researcher in data mining field and expert in developing advanced
analytic methods like machine learning and statistical modelling on large datasets.

Copyright © 2018 Cognitive Class (https://cocl.us/DX0108EN_CC). This notebook and its source code are
released under the terms of the MIT License (https://bigdatauniversity.com/mit-license/).


